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Introduction
In February 2017, Sonatype conducted the DevSecOps Community Survey and over 2,200 IT
professionals participated. The survey revealed that mature development organizations ensure
automated security is woven into their DevOps practice, early, everywhere, and at scale.
Sonatype has invited seven of DevOps and Security professionals to provide expert analysis and
insight of the survey results which are shared in this complementary eBook.
After you have read our expert commentary, we invite you to download the complete set of survey
results at www.sonatype.com/2017survey.
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“In a waterfall-native world, traditional
application security approaches are
bolted-on late in the lifecycle,
performed manually, and can take
hours to days to receive feedback. In
DevOps-native worlds where SDLC
stages
shrink
to absurdly
short
Tyler Shields,
Vice
President,
Signal Sciences
windows, old world technologies
won’t
to cross
chasm intoturkey and Sunday afternoon football, holding onto
While I am
all be
for able
traditions
like the
Thanksgiving
this
high-velocity
realm.”
traditions in your professional life can be career limiting. The awesome thing about careers in technology is that you constantly have to be on your front foot. Because when you’re not, someone,
somewhere, will be and when you meet them, they’ll win.

DevSecOps: Embracing Automation, Letting Go
of Tradition
TYLER SHIELDS
SIGNAL SCIENCES

One tradition that has a limited lifespan at this moment is waterfall-native development and the
security practices that go along with them. While the beginning of the end might have first been
witnessed when Gene Kim and Josh Corman presented Security is Dead at RSA in 2012, we have

How mature is your adoption of DevOps practices?

26 %

41 %

33 %

have very mature
DevOps practices

are improving
their maturity.

have immature
practices

more quantifiable evidence from the 2017 DevSecOps Community Survey. When asked about the
maturity of DevOps practices in their organizations, 40% stated that maturity was improving, while
25% said that it was very mature across the organization or in specific pockets.
In a waterfall-native world, traditional application security approaches are bolted-on late in the
lifecycle, performed manually, and can take hours to days to receive feedback. In DevOps-native
worlds where SDLC stages shrink to absurdly short windows, old world technologies won’t be able
to cross the chasm into this high-velocity realm.
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Source: 2017 DevSecOps Community Survey

Moving from an inhibitor to an enabler of best practices requires a mindshift. The solution to
Moving
from anautomation
inhibitor to an
of best
practices requires
a mindshift.
The security
solution to these
these difficulties
is security
at enabler
the speed
of DevOps.
Successful
application
difficulties
is securityautomation
automation that
at the
speed of
DevOps.
application
security has been
has been defined
as increased
doesn’t
slow
downSuccessful
the development
and
definedImagine
as increased
automation
thatdevelopers
doesn’t slowembrace
down thesecurity
development
and
operations
process.
operations process.
a scenario
where
rather
than
find
Imagine it.
a scenario where developers embrace security rather than find ways to work around it.
ways to work around
When the cycle times shrink, it’s time to rethink how we continue to refine and improve application

When the cycle times shrink, it’s time to rethink how we continue to refine and improve
security. As enterprises adopt and enhance DevOps, application security teams should focus on
application security. As enterprises adopt and enhance DevOps, application security teams
decreasing the amount of time it takes to detect an attack in progress and respond to an identified
should focus on decreasing the amount of time it takes to detect an attack in progress and
issue. In a DevOps native world, automation of attack, anomaly, and application security protection
respond to an identified issue. In a DevOps native world, automation of attack, anomaly, and
at runtime are paramount. Hanging on to traditions is non-essential.
application security protection at runtime is paramount. Hanging on to traditions is
non-essential.One example of where DevOps and Security are sprinting at the same pace is with runtime application self protection (RASP) and next generation web application firewall (NGWAF) technologies.

One example RASP
of where
DevOpstechnologies
and Security
areenterprises
sprinting at
the same
pace is with
runtime
and NGWAF
allow
visibility
into application
security
attacks and
application selfdata
protection
(RASP)
and
next
generation
web
application
firewall
(NGWAF)
at runtime, giving security, operations, and development teams a chance to improve applicatechnologies. tion
RASP
and results
NGWAF
technologies
allowspeed
enterprises
visibility
application
security
beyond
just increased
of assessment.
Byinto
taking
the results of runtime
security attacks
and data
at runtime
giving and
security,
operations,
and development
teams
security
visibility
and protection
feeding
that information
back into all stages
of athe developchance to improve application security results beyond just increased speed of assessment. By
taking the results of runtime security visibility and protection and feeding that information back
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ment cycle we are able to increase velocity while simultaneously increasing the security of our
entire development effort.
DevOps practitioners will lead the charge to implement new application security technologies that
meet these requirements, moving beyond traditional WAF deployments to modern application
security technologies that embed into the heart of the application itself. The closer the protection gets to the core of the application, the stronger and more accurate the results. Automation is
one of the fundamental keys to DevOps success, and security can’t be overlooked. Automation
of application security will democratize security data, breaking down silos between groups while
helping the entire organization operate more efficiently.
We can always just stick to tradition. Stick to what we have held to be absolute truths in application security for the last decade. Or we can choose to innovate our application security practices
to incorporate learnings from the changes that are occurring around us. I think it’s pretty clear that
innovation is required if we are to properly secure the modern application environment, and that
innovation will come in the form of application security automation.
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“Confirmed or suspected breaches
related to vulnerable open source
components doubled from 2014 to
2017.

DevSecOps: Eat Carrots, Not Cupcakes
Yet,
during
same period,
the
Derek E.
Weeks,
Vicethe
President,
Sonatype
DEREK WEEKS
SONATYPE

You

percentage of organizations
governing
the use
of secure
Are What
You
Eat.
components remained the same.”

When it comes to food, we all know what’s considered “good” and what’s “bad”.
For fried, battered, buttery or creamy: the category of cupcakes and such...just say no. When
fresh, grilled, steamed or baked: of course, you should eat your veggies and other fine foods...bon
appetite.
We can all understand this simple rule when eating. But for many, when it comes to software development, simple rules and advice from nutritional labels aren’t always there for us. Simple rules
like, use “good” open source components, not “bad” ones (i.e., vulnerable, outdated, risky licenses) when building and deploying your next app.

Evidence of Gluttony.
To meet the need for speed, virtually all modern development organizations are using open source
and third party components to assemble applications rather than build every function from scratch.
According to the 2016 State of the Software Supply Chain report, the average development organization feasts on over 229,000 open source Java components each year, but we’re seeing similar
consumption practices in the JavaScript, Python, Ruby, and .NET development realms. While the
upside of this gluttony is improved productivity, there is a downside to consuming components
without the proper insight into their quality.
Beyond the consumption of open source and third-party software components in development, the
same guidance holds true for containers used by DevOps teams. Today, over 100,000 free apps
are available on Docker Hub, and consumption of those applications into DevOps tool chains and
infrastructure often goes unchecked.

The Downside of Efficiency.
While sourcing components and containers can accelerate development efforts, many organizations do not apply sufficient scrutiny to assessing their quality or security. The 2016 Software
Supply Chain report also indicates that 1 in 15 of the components used in applications contain at
least one known security vulnerability. What this means is that not all components and containers
are created equal. It also means that blind consumption practices can have both immediate and
long-term consequences for the organization consuming the open source software components or
containerized applications.
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According to the 2017 DevSecOps Community survey, 57% of organizations looking to improve
the quality of components used in their development practices have implemented an open source
governance practice. This is up only slightly from the 2014 survey which showed 57% of organizations with open source policies in place. For those without a policy, there are no rules in place
when it comes to “good” vs. “bad” consumption practices. Having policies in place can help to
improve the quality of applications being produced, reduce vulnerabilities to attack, and eliminate
use of components with risky license types.

57%

Source: 2014 Sonatype Open Source Development and Application Security Survey, and Sonatype’s 2017 DevSecOps Community survey

Breaking Bad.

Breaking bad.  To further
emphasize
the need
evaluating
component
quality
and
security,(14%)
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take a
At the
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In the
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remained the
same. to vulnerable open source
In the past three years, as
the rate
of confirmed
or suspected
breaches
related
components doubled, the percentage of organizations having rules in place to govern the use of secure
components remained the same.
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software component (a.k.a“Heartbleed”) vulnerability was announced, I felt like it might have inflated the
number of breach related responses. To my surprise, the 2017 survey shows that 20% (1 in 5)
organizations had or suspected a breach related to open source software components in their applications.
In the past three years, as the rate of confirmed or suspected breaches related to vulnerable open source
components doubled, the percentage of organizations having rules in place to govern the use of secure
components remained the same.

Across the DevOps community, we are seeing much more attention being paid to security concerns and
more organizations finding news ways to automate practices early in the SDLC. Automating the evaluation
Across the DevOps community, we are seeing much more attention being paid to security conof open source and third party components against rules designated in open source governance policies is
cerns and more organizations finding news ways to automate practices early in the SDLC. Automating the evaluation of open source and third party components against rules designated in open
source governance policies is one the approaches being adopted. While not the only answer to
DevSecOps requirements, having an automated policy in place to enforce governance and guide
remediation can pay off handsomely if it also helps prevent a breach.
When it comes to carrots and cupcakes, the right choices can offer great short- and long-term
benefits. In the realm of components and containers, making “good” choices will also benefit your
DevSecOps practice.
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DevSecOps: In Time for Security

Hasan Yasar, Technical Manager and Adjunct Faculty Member
Hasan
Yasar,
Technical
Manager and Adjunct Faculty Member
Carnegie
Mellon
University
Carnegie Mellon University
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tertiary requirements for teams building applications against a deadline.
development
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cycles.
Lately, security
that mindset
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result of successful
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result of successful adoption
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Source: 2017 DevSecOps Community Survey
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Encourage New Thinking.
There is little doubt that developers will continue to prioritize tasks required by business and
market demands. This is where the adoption of DevOps practices can help change the mindset
and behaviors of development. DevOps practices can shift the paradigm from dicated rules and
guidelines that developers must follow to creatively determining new, easier, and automated ways
to absorb secure coding practices early and everywhere throughout the SDLC.
Emphasizing a set of DevOps principles such as culture, automation, and infrastructure as code
can enable developers to learn more about how what they are building can be exploited. Rather
than just blindly following the required security practices and controls, the DevOps culture encourages developers to think about making their applications secure as part of daily coding activities.
In some organizations, developers are encouraged to think like an attacker who might exploit
vulnerabilities in their code. In other organizations, security professionals are encouraged to code
offering them a better understanding of the challenges faced by developers to meet deadlines and
yet keep their code secure. This practice helps to create empathy and also results to more secure
software being built.

From Reactive to Proactive.
Changes to how software is being built can also help development and security teams evolve from
reactive to proactive stances. In the past, software security focused on anticipating where and
how the attacks would come and putting up barriers to prevent those attacks -- a time consuming
process. It is also important to note that most attacks -- especially sophisticated attacks -- can’t be
anticipated, which means that fixes are often bolted on as new attacks are discovered. The inability
to anticipate attacks is why we often see patches coming out in response to new 0-day vulnerabilities.
With DevSecOps approaches, the effort of securing software can be proactively focused on
surviving an attack. For example, some organizations are building software with a reduced attack
surface that is both quick to deploy and restore. In other words, developers worry less about being
hacked, and more about preventing predictable attacks and then quickly recovering from a cyber
incident.
Developers are also pursuing creative ways to enable their software to absorb the attacks and
continue to function. In other words, the software should bend but not break. This shift in thinking
from a prevent to a bend-don’t-break mindset allows for a lot more flexibility when it comes to
dealing with attacks.
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Low Drag Coefficients.
The burgeoning concepts of DevSecOps focus on increasing the security of applications while not
creating drag on release and deployment cycles. These include adding automated security testing
techniques such as fuzz testing and software penetration testing to the software development
cycle.
Other techniques include automating security analysis within continuous integration platforms
to limit the introduction of vulnerable code earlier in the SDLC. This approach enables security
concerns to be surfaced to development teams earlier and therefore enables faster remediation
approaches. It is easier for developers who are actively working on the code to fix problems that
arise in real-time, rather than be alerted to them weeks or months later.
Applying these and other DevSecOps principles can have a big impact on creating an environment
that is resilient and secure. When these principles are implemented correctly, developers will benefit from having the right tools and right insight at the right moment. When security is built into the
SDLC early and everywhere, they can build even better software, faster.
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DevSecOps: Breaking the Iron Triangle
Helen Beal, DevOpsologist, Ranger4

DevOps is all about making better software faster. It also requires making it more safely while
compressing the time between ideation to realisation. I hear IT organisations tell me time and time
again of their ambitions to be the innovation power-house for their business - so it’s great news
that most of the survey respondents (more than 80% in fact) didn’t see their AppSec tools as an
inhibitor to innovation but rather, a safety measure.

Do you view your AppSec tools as an inhibitor
to innovation or a safety measure.

84 %
Safety measure

16 %
Inhibitor

If you’ve read The Phoenix Project you’ll probably remember the portrayal of John, the CISO. He
started the book as an outsider, on a completely different wavelength to other characters. But John
was also pivotal to Bill’s realisation that he needed to amplify the feedback loops between IT and
the business and get much closer to his organization’s ‘why’. Security has often been a bit of an
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afterthought in the DevOps world for many organisations, but I hark you back to the “more safely”
part of my first sentence.
I recently had a conversation with Magnus Hedemark on LinkedIn where he pointed out that
DevOps breaks the iron triangle of cost, speed and quality; traditionally there’s always been a
trade off where you could only be great at two. For example, you could have speed and quality but
only at very high cost.
In addition to enabling all three attributes of the iron triangle, DevOps gives us a bonus 4th portion
of delight: happy people. Thus the “Beal-Hedemark Golden Square of DevOps” was born. DevOps
allows us to deliver at low cost, at high speed and high quality along with this extra dose of happiness (have you heard of HumanOps or HugOps?).
DevOps-native AppSec tools integrate early into your software development lifecycles allowing
your software engineers to make informed choices about the composition of your applications.
DevOps-native tools also help avoid costly future situations and support the Golden Square. Shifting security left in this way:
•

Saves us money and time down the line by mitigating risk (cost).

•

Reduces the need for expensive and time consuming penetration and vulnerability testing,
avoiding any nasty surprises from security incident and commercial licensing point of views
(speed).

•

Automates quality into your toolchain by integrating these tests into your CI/CD pipelines
(quality).

•

Empowers your developers by warning them of the risks as they add artifacts into their
applications and giving them the opportunity to make an informed choice about what
would be a better option (happiness).

Building the right AppSec tools seamlessly into the DevOps loop -- your continuous release cycle
-- means your IT delivery value stream operates faster, cheaper and at high quality. Your software
engineers are happy because they are producing high quality code, your security teams are happy
as they know they policies are being followed and they can see it. And most importantly, your customers are happy because they are getting what they need and everyone is safe.
DevOps-native AppSec tools help drive innovation - they provide light “belt and braces” touch (if
that’s not too oxymoronic) that allows for the evolution of a safety culture.
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“On the positive side, containers also
add additional process isolation
features to limit how processes can
behave when executing. The various
platforms also enable other features
for container provenance, traceability
and signing. These can all contribute
Benjamin Wootton, Co-founder and CTO, Contino
to form a much more secure software
delivery pipeline than could be
Containers
are clearly
for companies and development teams who want to deliver and
achieved
using appealing
non containerized
iterate stacks.”
on their software faster and efficiently. This is achieved through more consistent, simple
and repeatable deployments, rapid rollback, and simpler ways of orchestrating and scaling distributed applications.

DevSecOps: Slaying the Myths of Container
Security
BENJAMIN WOOTTON
CONTINO

The survey shows however that security is very relevant to organizations who are looking to deploy containerised applications. Though the question referred to ‘concerns’, we believe that security is relevant to containerisation in both in the positive and negative senses - how do containers
both introduce, but also solve common security challenges?

Security is a top concern for us when deploying containers.

8.7 %

50.2 %
38.3 %

Somewhat disagree

2.8 %
Strongly disagree

Strongly agree
Somewhat agree

88 %
agree security is a concern when
deploying containers.
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On the risk side of the equation, people are worried about what is in the containers that they are
deploying. For the first time, developers are building something which looks like 'a mini virtual
machine', bringing in a base operating system and all of the middleware which is bundled alongside their services. How can an organization be sure that we are not bringing in rogue, untested
code? And how can we be sure that this code cannot ‘break out’ of the confines of the container to
conduct something malicious on our systems?
On the positive side, containers also add additional process isolation features to limit how processes can behave when executing, sandboxing them from other processes or the underlying virtual
machine. The various platforms also enable other features for container provenance, traceability
and signing. These can all contribute to form a much more secure software delivery pipeline than
could be achieved using non containerized stacks.

Slaying The Myths.
There are a lot of myths about container security. Though there have been demonstrated exploits
of people for instance breaking out of containers, or attacking container daemons in various ways,
we believe that containers are a net benefit for security minded organisations. In principle, containerised applications give us tens of different ways of introducing new security approaches which
reduce attack vectors and minimise attack surface areas.
What organisations do need is a lot of education, first to put some of the myths to bed, and then to
educate on how to achieve container security in an optimal way.

Achieving Container Security.
There are many approaches one can bring to the table to maximise security in a containerised
environment:

eBook

•

Least Privilege. By default, containers add layers of protection and sandboxing around a
process. These protections ensure that processes are not allowed to interact with other processes, or the underlying host operating system in any way other than that explicitly allowed.
By default, container platforms are fairly locked down, but there can be additional restrictions
applied at the time that you start the daemon or container.

•

Reducing Attack Surface. Both containers and other pieces of the platform such as the
daemon or orchestrator can also be configured with the minimal possible scope for attack.

•

Container Registry. Companies want to ensure that rogue, untested or unlicensed software
is not entering the organisation. To achieve this, companies will deploy an enterprise private
registry as a central store of containers. These containers can then be validated, scanned, and
configured with the proper access controls to ensure a single source of the truth.
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•

Container Signing. Container orchestration platforms will integrate container signing mechanisms to ensure that we are only running trusted code.

Should The 88% Be Concerned?
The survey shows that 88% of people have some degree of concern around security of containers.
Hopefully this short article has made the case that there are many myths leading to these concerns, and many options in how you deploy your container platform for adding security into your
environment.
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“Business needs require software to be
developed and shipped in a timely
fashion. Developers want to code the
software in the most optimal way possible.
The Operations team wants the
application to be highly available and
stable. And the Security team wants it to
have no vulnerabilities and low risk to the
organization.

DevSecOps: Integrating Automated
Security Controls
DJ SCHLEEN
AETNA

DJ Schleen, DevSecOps Evangelist, Healthcare Industry
This isn’t a situation where having one
team succeeding means another has to
falter – rather it’s a perfect ecosystem for
collaboration. Security is the
responsibility of every individual in an
organization and should never supersede
It is difficult
to being
integrate
the object
delivered.security
It should becontrols into DevOps-style
an
attribute.”
workflows in an automated, transparent way.

19 %

40 %

27 %

14 %

Strongly agree

Somewhat agree

Somewhat disagree

Strongly disagree

Automating security controls into any workflow has traditionally been seen as a challenging task
for many organizations. Security continues to be an afterthought in many development pipelines
and is still thought of as a hindrance, or a blocker to producing software at a rapid pace. With
DevOps-native workflows, we have an unprecedented opportunity to apply security guidance
sooner in our application lifecycles and closer to the individuals who can remediate vulnerabilities
the quickest.
One of the challenges for all of us as we automate security controls into our SDLCs is to ensure
our product “conveyor belts” continue to operate with the same efficiency, as if we had no security
integration at all. Business needs require software to be developed and shipped in a timely fashion. Developers want to code the software in the most optimal way possible. The Operations team
wants the application to be highly available and stable. And the Security team wants it to have no
vulnerabilities and low risk to the organization. This isn’t a situation where having one team succeeding means another has to falter – rather it’s a perfect ecosystem for collaboration. Security
is the responsibility of every individual in an organization and should never supersede the object
being delivered. It should be an attribute.
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From a security point of view, when we look for places to inject security controls into our workflows
in an automated fashion, we need to identify ways to observe and collect data in both a passive
and an active way. Passive ways of producing data could include methods to calculate defect
density for a collection of code after a static code analysis has been performed, or to calculate the
risk ranking for a codebase based on code smell - whereas an active way of producing data may
be the action of pausing the release pipeline to perform a vulnerability scan itself. Active collection is where we need to be the most careful when we integrate automated tools into our pipeline.
When you are generating data in an active way, you can potentially be a bottleneck in your release
pipeline.
When we look at the results of the survey data for companies with more than 500 developers we
see slightly more responses agree that integrating security controls in an automated fashion is
somewhat difficult. It’s possible within the next year the industry could tip the scales as we discover innovative ways of automating security tools into our workflows. If we focus on shortening
the time required for security related active data collection to take place we can ensure we are not
interrupting the feature pipeline. We can accomplish this by ensuring vulnerability scanning happens as early as possible in the lifecycle, that we are splitting our code bases into manageable and
sensible pieces, and by treating any security vulnerability in the same fashion as we do a bug or
a feature. Look into incremental scanning to increase performance during gated checkins of your
code bases, and full scans that run in parallel to and out of band of your pipeline.
DevOps-native workflows widely vary from organization to organization so when integrating your
security toolsets, ensure you align your security related goals with the goals of your fellow team
members. Don’t be a blocker, be a security enabler. Secure your code and processes, and above
all keep on shipping.
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“For those of us who have been
involved on the front lines of traditional
AppSec activities such as penetration
testing, dynamic or static code analysis,
it may be obvious that the traditional
tools and techniques we use were built
more for waterfall-native rather than
DevOps-native environments.

DevSecOps: A More Deterministic Approach
OLEG GRYB
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Oleg Gryb, Chief Security Architect
Yet for executives who came to security
from infrastructure, networking or
development domains and have never
run a security scan, the challenges of
bringing traditional toolsets and
To answer this question we would need to take a quick look at differences between DevOps, QA
practices into the new velocity
and Security
when itofcomes
to automation
issues.
expectations
DevSecOps
may not be
so obvious.”

Is security an inhibitor to DevOps agility?

For those of us who have been involved on the front lines of traditional AppSec activities such as
penetration testing, dynamic or static code analysis, it may be obvious that the traditional tools and
techniques we use were built more for waterfall-native rather than DevOps-native environments.
Yet for executives who came to security from infrastructure, networking or development domains
and have never run a security scan, the challenges of bringing traditional toolsets and practices
into the new velocity expectations of DevSecOps may not be so obvious.
Today, it is common for many security executives to come from non-security domains -- in large
part due to the shortage of security professionals. To understand the differences between the
domains, we should first take a look at outcomes and measures of traditional security compared
to other work. With this understanding, we can foster more empathy and then work on improving
collaboration between the domains.
One key difference between DevOps, QA, and Security is that the first two are very much deterministic, while the latter is not. For security professionals, traditional approaches to determining
risks or recommending directions to mitigate the risks often requires human decisions than machine-based actions.
The picture below helps to illustrate this point:

Domain

Action

Outcomes

DevOps

run_script(input)

$? {0, non-zero}

QA

assert(condition)

{true,false}

Security

scan(app)

{high-medium-low, false positive}

In the case of architecture review and threat modeling, which are two other important AppSec activities that are often required by compliance standards such as SOC 2, HIPAA or PCI, it becomes
even more non-deterministic, because the results of analysis could be absolutely unpredictable
and very much determined by an assessor’s background.
Needless to say that automation is nowhere close for this type of activities. The best we can do
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here is to get rid of unnecessary complexity, pseudo-scientific approaches to evaluating risks (e.g.
DREAD) and describe the threats in a simple threat table with severities that everybody would easily understand, i.e. "Low", "Medium", "High".
Not understanding this simple truth leads to euphoria and to setting up wrong expectations. For
example, a CISO who came from networking domain might say that a good networking appliance
is all that is needed to completely automate security, while a CISO with a developer’s background
might say that writing a lot of code will make security operate at DevOps-native speeds. While
both approaches may help accelerate more deterministic forms of security checks, relying on
these approaches alone will introduce blind spots where humans are best suited to make the right
decisions. For those CISO’s who solely rely on deterministic approaches to security, their tenure
may be cut short when their CEO or CTO understands that their promises to completely automate
security will never materialize.
Does it mean that there is nothing we can do to automate security and make it faster? Of course
not. As security engineers we can and we should look for new ways to benefit from automation
and more deterministic security approaches. These concepts are not new and have been catching
on in recent years. Personally, I’ve been talking about these practices for almost three years by
now: first at LASCON 2015 “How Traditional AppSec Needs to Change”, then at AppSecCali 2016
“Making Security Agile” and just recently at RSA 2017 DevOps “Getting Security Up to Speed”.
Information security has the opportunity to be less of an inhibitor to DevOps practices when the
right approach is taken. That said, we should always take into consideration the non-deterministic
nature of some necessary security practices and set the expectations right when talking to executives.
The bottom line, security is seen as an inhibitor to DevOps agility because it is an inhibitor in many
ways. Humans efforts cannot always be automated, but there are opportunities to improve it by
researching new approaches. In this regard, my big hope is that we’ll see a deeper penetration of
AI and machine learning into the security domain. It won’t be easy, but the progress in the Intrusion
Detection Systems / Intrusion Prevention Systems (IDS/IPS) space makes me think that it will eventually help automating traditional AppSec activities as well.
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